
THE ORIGINAL WEB-BASED MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM 
Effective communication is at the heart of any successful organization, and IRIS has the capacity to help you reach your 
audiences in ways that go well beyond traditional methods. With the ability to deliver routine, priority, and emergency 
notifications instantly, across multiple channels and devices, be assured that your message will be received and heard.
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For Notifications That Get Noticed.

IRIS offers you:

- Technology originally created for Homeland Security  

 and currently in use by the US Army, and other government  

 entities - now available to non-profit organizations for  

 operational, administrative and emergency use
 

- A streamlined application that is extremely cost-effective  

 and maintains the highest level of data security
 

- A comprehensive communication tool to spread the 

 scope of your ministry around the world
 

- Innovative, patented technology that sends messages 

 electronically from a single source to an unlimited number  

 of recipients – capable of delivering your message to  

 thousands in seconds across multiple channels and devices 
 

- Real-time, comprehensive reporting covering the complete  

 results of your message broadcast
 

- An assessment tool to easily gather survey response data
 

- The ability to instantly gather the necessary parties  

 for immediate action

IRIS allows you to:

 - Communicate with your constiuents instantly

 - Notify ministries, organizations and departments  

through uniquely-created groups

 - Connect with communities on a local and global scale

 - Engage your constituency across multiple channels

 - Reach out to non-active members

 - Deliver ministry program updates

 - Announce upcoming events

 - Encourage involvement

 - Share ideas

 - Promote collaboration among members

 - Improve mission support

 - Ensure donor retention and participation

“Since we started using IRIS, we’ve  
 had people return to church who  
 hadn’t been in years!”
   Pastor Phil,  
  Simivalley Seventh Day Adventist Church



Using IRIS is as easy as 1, 2, 3!

1. Upload Users
Manually, via Spreadsheet or via API Automatically

2. Broadcast Your Message
Compose Message, Select Group & Broadcast. Done!

Create and send alerts from anywhere, anytime.

3. View Real-Time Report
Instantly verify who Received Your Message,  

on Which Device, and More. 

UseIRIS.com

CUSTOMIZABLE ALERTS
Build any type of alert or notification, from billing and appointment reminders to emergency alerts. Set alert levels, specify contact 

groups or locations, schedule in advance, build follow-up responses - all from your office, home or on the go through the IRIS app.  

And IRIS easily integrates into external third party software such as billing and contact management applications.
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For Notifications That Get Noticed.

Speed & Reliability

Global Service

Two-Way SMS

Grouping

Geo-Located Notices

Multi-Lingual

Schedule Alerts

Voice Record

Text-to-Speech

One-Click Alerts

Automated Responses

Surveys and Polls

Easy Contact Management

Developer Tools

Comprehensive Reporting

24/7/365 Support

Let’s Get Started!
Sign up today and get access  
to all of the features of IRIS.

Put the power of the world’s first,  

fastest, most flexible and reliable  

notification system to work for  

your ministry or organization -  

saving time, saving money...  

and maybe saving lives.

Visit UseIRIS.com
or Call 866-894-5474


